Modern times demand an essential skill be added to the basics, i.e. Digital Literacy. Due to lack of funds, computer classes in rural schools are still a farfetched dream. It is very important to introduce a substantial quantity of computer service in rural schools, so that the students of rural area don’t fall behind in this competitive world.

Sabuj Sangha has established a Knowledge Campus in remote Nandakumarpur village in Sundarbans comprised of a Model School with an holistic and integrated education approach namely- Kishalaya Sishu Shiksha Niketan, a Primary Teachers’ Training Institute and a Residential School meant for prevention of Child Labour namely Natun Alo-Abasik Shishu Sramik Vidyalaya. Also a programme on Adolescent Girls Empowerment is being carried on namely ‘Nayantara’ which empowers them with education and skill, based trainings. It also imparts Education on Computer Operations through a Computer Laboratory, to the children from marginalized families of the remote village corners. Our computer laboratory provides a learning environment with access to computer equipment where students can gain the computer skills and enhance their technological aspect.
Previously the computer lab 20 computers and 20 students could get access at a time. In recent times, with the support of Asha for Education, Sweden upgraded our computer lab with several equipment, i.e. UPS-11nos, mouse-10nos., Keyboard-7nos, web cam-5nos. etc. so that at a time we can impart quality education to many children/students without any interation.

Sudipta Sarder, a Class III student of Kishalaya Sishu Siksha Niketan, has neither a smartphone nor a PC at home but is still keen to learn. He says, “Today I learnt how to open Microsoft Word and also typed a poem in it.”

We extend our gratitude towards Asha for Education, Sweden for this wonderful support.